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Abstract: Industrial safety stays basic worry in many nations. Industrial accidents cause human suffering as well as result in immense money related misfortune and ecological effects. To counteract these accidents in the future, the examination of the risk control plan is basic. In every industry, casualty and accident reports could be accessible for past accidents. This “design research paper” proposes the Accident reports mining using NLP.
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1 INTRODUCTION

International Labor Organization (ILO) indicates that nearly 2.78 million workers frequently affected by work-related accidents [1]. Industrial accidents cause heavy loss to the employees, industry as well as the environment. To predict the accident, it is significant to investigate the past accidental reports. Based on the acquired knowledge safety experts can make the right move to evacuate or decrease the cause of an accident. Abused protective equipment, unmaintained safety articles, and catalog increase the occurrence of an accident [1]. Performing obligatory safety checks before operating a machine, bringing issues to light, frequent auditing and inspection of the machines would reduce the cause of accidents. In industries, after an accident, the disaster management expert or industrial safety expert maintains an accident/disaster investigation report. This report gives the total depiction of the accident and provides points for further investigation. This proposed idea paper; proposes Natural Language Processing (NLP) to do text mining and gather information from the accident investigation report. To categorize and find the reason for an accident a collection of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are used.

2 RELATED WORK

Praveen et al. [1] have listed the list of the hazardous environment in an industrial environment. Praveen et al. [2] proposed an approach to identify the similarity between two sentences. Bertke et al. [3] used a Naïve Bayesian model to order the cause of the accident. This model provides an accuracy of 90%. To achieve a sensitivity of 67.8 % and 74 % Taylor et al. [4] combined the Fuzzy model with Naïve Bayesian. Wellman et al. [12] achieved an accuracy of 87 % using the Fuzzy Bayesian classification model external Injuries and poisoning categorized from the UN National Health Interview Survey reports. Using manual error correction technique and linear regression model accuracy increased by 1.8 %. Tixier et al. [5, 6] combined Random Forest (RF) and Stochastic Gradient Tree Boosting (SGTB) to anticipate the vitality associated with the accident, type of damage, affected body proposed from the accident investigation reports. Nearly 95% of accuracy obtained by adding NLP to the earlier proposed approach. Goh et al. [7] combined Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Linear Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), and Naïve Bayes (NB) to group the accident reports. Chokor et al. [10] used KNN to order the accident report. Fan et al. [8] did a comparison between the content mining approach and the case-based thinking approach. They demonstrated that the content mining approach provides better accuracy. Zou et al. [9] combined NLP and Vector Space Model to group the accident report based on semantic. In the proposed approach, the recall ranged between 0.5 and 1.

3 METHODOLOGY

This involves
1. Data preprocessing
2. Grouping sentences based on similarity
3. Building a lexicon dictionary

4 PRE-PROCESSING

4.1 Conversion of cases
Some programming language and machine learning frameworks
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are case sensitive. The case of the text converted as either upper or lower. In general, lower case is preferred.

4.2 Removal of short structure words

1. When an address is written, the street is represented as St.
2. Months represented as Jan., Feb., and so on...
3. Measurements represented as cm, mm, km, in.

Most of the framework splits the sentences based on the dot or period symbol. Words like (i.e., pg., e.g. M.Tech) creates hindrance for the sentence splitting and tokenizing. Refer Marker No 5 in Fig.2.

4.3 Tokenization

The text document parsed and chunked as smaller units like paragraphs, sentences, etc. The tokenization [17] process chops the sentences or the text stream into pieces of words called as tokens. This tokenization process followed by abbreviations or acronyms cleansing, punctuation mark cleansing, special character removal, stop word removal. Consider the example sentence: Employee rolled his ankle on moving floor plate. tokenized as:

\{‘employee’,’rolled’,’his’,’ankle’,’on’,’moving’,’floor’,’plate’\}

4.4 Removal of punctuations and special characters

Punctuation marks, Special characters, domain name behaves like a noise in the text. They do not play a vital role in the information. Refer Marker No 1,2,3,4 in Fig.2. Removal of these words improves the quality of the text.

4.5 Removal of Stop words

Stop words [17] has extremely little value in helping a document. Removal of these words will not create a huge impact on the application.

4.6 Define a grammar rule and Identify the Part of the Speech

In this process, words assigned with proper tags (noun, verb, and preposition). It helps to build the grammatical relationship between words.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Part-of-Speech:} \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 5. Parts of Speech

Few words are difficult to relate to the industrial context. For example, words like BREAK, CRUSH, SWING, SITE, and PLATFORM tagged with ‘NN’. N-Grams [11] of text is a set of co-occurring words within a given word window size. The word window size could change as a unigram, bigram, and trigram and so on. Consider the sentence: Employee rolled his ankle on moving floor plate

Unigram or 1-gram:
\{“employee”, “rolled”, “his”, “ankle”, “on”, “moving”, “floor”, “plate”\}

Bi gram or 2-gram:
\{“employee-rolled”,“rolled-his”,“his-ankle”,“ankle-on”,“on-moving”,“moving-floor”,“floor-plate”\}

Tri gram or 3-gram:
\{“employee-rolled-his”,“rolled-his-ankle”,“his-ankle-on”,“ankle-on-moving”,“on-moving-floor”,“moving-floor-plate”\}

4gram:
\{“employee-rolled-his-ankle”,“rolled-his-ankle-on”,“his-ankle-on-moving”,“ankle-on-moving-floor”,“on-moving-floor-plate”\}

4.7 Stem and Lemmatize

Inflected words are words derived from other words. Inflected Language uses Inflected words in speech-language [17]. The amount of deviation of the derived word from the root word is the degree of inflection. The degree of inflection may be lower to higher. In Natural Language Processing, Stemming and Lemmatization are part of Text Normalization or Word normalization. A word in a selected document is present in different ways.

Consider the example sentence: Employee rolled his ankle on moving floor plate

Is stemmed and lemmatized as
2. Next, the longest common substring and cosine similarity is calculated
3. Finally, the similarity between the sentences based on a context is identified and grouped
Pre-processing steps improve the quality of the sentence and reduce the payload sent to the Machine Learning Algorithms.

5 BUILD LEXICAL DICTIONARY
Every industry will have its own set of terms or keywords. For example, a company can have a unit name called EYE and this is different from the general term eye. Same way, Jaguar is a car name as well as an animal name.
Consider sentences:
1. Employee Alex slipped from SDB 4 staircase.
2. While cleaning chimney Albert exposed to toxic fumes.
To extract the cause of the accident and find its remedy, simple cleansing and preprocessing will not be enough. The text related to the context of the industry. Three steps are required to relate the sentences with the context.

5.1 Build a Generic Dictionary
Globally available lexical databases (like Wordnet and Brown) used to build a generic dictionary. [5][6]

5.2 Build an Industry-specific dictionary.
Every industry will have some specific keywords. It is necessary to collect, build and train those keywords. [5][6]
1. In factories, words like chamber, boiler, unit, stage, and conveyor are common.
2. In the IT sector words like offshore development center (ODC), software development block (SDB) are common.

5.3 Build a Derived dictionary
Second could be building a generic derived keyword based on the Industrial keyword. Example: building concrete, pouring acid, adding caustic soda. In addition to that, complex patterns like “eye irritation due to sodium fire”. Pre-processing steps and building a lexical dictionary improves the quality of content and reduces the error rate. Cleansed text passed through the optimizer.

6 OPTIMIZE THE RESULT
Optimizer combines multiple algorithms to achieve better results. Optimization processes are – classification, error-handling using linear regression and manual process. The optimizer 6 modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODULE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probabilistic Classifier</td>
<td>Classification of text and document did in this module [16], Example: Naive Bayes classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>This module identifies connection between a selected word or variable and other illustrative variables. It foresees the likelihood of given sample information [19]. Example: Logistic regression algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Similarity Classifier</td>
<td>This module identifies the similarity between the sentences [16]. Example: KNN: K-Nearest Neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule applier</td>
<td>Rule applier module contains a series of rulesets. Every ruleset is cascaded. The first ruleset represents the root and the last represents the leaf. Ruleset from root to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
leaf applied in every sentence. This helps to identify the category of text [20]. Example: decision tree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Risk Minimizer Module</th>
<th>It minimizes error and improves the confidence level. It solves the optimization problem. Example: Support Vector Machine [15]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Non-Linear Optimizer             | This module uses Lagrangian multipliers, Newton’s technique and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) [14]. Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) takes care of non-linear optimization problems. This algorithm deals with any level of non-linearity. SQP joins two basic calculation for taking care of non-linearity optimization problem.  
1. Functioning set technique  
2. Newton’s technique |

7 EXPERIMENTATION
To achieve higher accuracy supervised learning approach applied on the preprocessing steps.

1. Tokenization performed to break the longer sentence to shorter sentence.
2. Stopwords provide poor accuracy and consumes more processing time. Hence it is removed
3. POS tags mapped with the TOKENS.
4. Lemmatization performed to remove Inflected words.
5. Internally N-Gram is calculated.
6. Because of pre-processing, the documents represented as matrix. TF-IDF matrix is generated (Sample result section pre-processing)
7. To classify and evaluate, split the dataset as 80-20. 80 % for training and 20 % for testing.
8. Calculate the accuracy and fine tune the parameters to improve the accuracy

To make the understanding easier, this experimentation explained with single sentence.

Consider the sentence: “Employee is splashed with hot water and is burned”
Figure 9 – 13 shows the how the relationship between the words are present in normal approach and the enhanced approach. It shows that removal of stop words improves the constituency parser and sentiment analysis. However, there is a greater impact on extracting the relationship between the words. When stop words are present, Entities mixes with stop words. {In this case, Employee, Splashed, Hot water, Burnt are the entities}. Stopwords and other impurity changes the mood of the sentence. In normal approach, the sentence behaves like a POSITIVE mood. In enhanced mode, it improved to identify as a NEUTRAL mode

A. Normal approach

B. Using proposed framework
8 CHALLENGES AND LIMITATION
The current application fails to identify the sentiment of the text. Consider the sentence specified in the earlier section, it denotes that an employee met with a minor accident. The expected result should be NEGATIVE. However, the result was POSITIVE or NEUTRAL. Thus, the algorithm should be fine-tuned to adapt the sentiment analysis. This approach requires a huge dictionary of industry-specific keywords and derived keywords. The dictionary should be auto-indexing and should be self-tuning. The performance of the application is the next challenge. Proper infrastructure, algorithms should be used to process the data in seconds.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OF WORK
Analyzing the historical accident reports identifies what went wrong in the past and this valuable knowledge prevents future accidents. This is an essential prevention strategy. This can mitigate the potential risks of failure or accidents. However, manual classification of accident investigation reports is time dragging, labor-intensive and error prone. The proposed model is self-learning and robust. In the end, this provides a safer analytical approach. This proposed model outperforms a single model in terms of quality of recall and accuracy. Future work will concentrate on improvisation of data quality, Performance metrics of the optimizer module needs to be calculated. This idea needs to integrate with the other two types of research [1, 2] and its usage in other sectors. For example, this approach designed for analyzing the accident investigation report. The future of work is to identify the usage of this model in an alternative sector like health (hospitals), travel, education, and others.
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